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Virus Bulletin reports a 0% False-Positive Rate for
NoSpamProxy
With 99.99 of 100 possible points, NoSpamProxy has earned the prestigious VB Spam + Gold rating
for IT security in a dream performance. By eliminating false positives, spam-folders, as labor
intensive and insecure as they are, can be avoided entirely.
July 26, 2017 Paderborn, Germany – Net at Work GmbH, the
manufacturer of the modular Secure Mail Gateway solution
NoSpamProxy, based in Paderborn, announced that in the latest tests
carried out by Virus Bulletin, NoSpamProxy was awarded the top VP
Spam+ Gold rating.
NoSpamProxy has earned the highest rating of VB Spam+ Gold.
NoSpamProxy earned a total score of 99.99 out of 100 possible points in a
dream performance, in which it achieved a false-positive-rate of 0% and a
spam-catch rate of 99.99% during its world debut. The Virus Bulletin,
which is recognized globally as an independent certification body within IT
security, carries out independent tests and certifications of anti-malware
and anti-spam products on a bi-monthly basis.

NoSpamProxy awarded top rating in
prestigious Virus Bulletin Test

“NoSpamProxy achieved an excellent catch rate of 99.99% during the anti-spam test carried out by Virus Bulletin.
In addition to this, it also impressed with its 0.00% false positives rate. Not only does NoSpamProxy perform
brilliantly in terms of spam protection, it also offers cutting-edge protection from malware and ransomware,
which we have started testing for in the latest version of our tests,” confirmed Marijn Grooten, Editor in Chief at
the Virus Bulletin
0% false positives allows us to avoid the use of a spam folder completely
The rate of false positives is measured using the number of incoming messages that are incorrectly identified as
spam and therefore blocked. “At the end of the day, an extremely low rate of false positives is really important
to customers. This is what ensures that all valid e-mails are recognized and identified. It allows clients to benefit
from the NoSpamProxy by avoiding the spam folder completely, because suspicious e-mails aren't accepted by
the mail server in the first place,” explained Stefan Cink, Product Manager at NoSpamProxy, about the test
results. NoSpamProxy likely owes its excellent successes to its unique ‘Level of Trust’ concept. This concept builds
and determines the reputations of senders based on their communication history. A scoring process is then used
to assign them a Level of Trust value. As a rule, this value can then be used to help defend against spam and
malware. Because the system is self-learning, security is always up to date and it automatically optimizes itself.
“NoSpamProxy’s excellent results in Virus Bulletin’s Anti-Spam-Test clearly shows that security made in Germany
is able to hold its own internationally, and is characterized by innovative ideas,” exclaims Cink.
If you are interested, and you have access to a telephone, you can access a free trial of NoSpamProxy here:
https://www.nospamproxy.de/en/product/trial-version/
The in-depth results from Virus Bulletin can be read here:
https://www.virusbulletin.com/testing/results/latest/vbspam-email-security
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Summary
NoSpamProxy achieves the top VB Spam+ Gold rating in the latest Anti-Spam Test by Virus Bulletin in a dream performance.
The complete avoidance of false positives in turn allows for the spam folder, which can be labor intensive and insecure, to
be avoided.
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About Net at Work and NoSpamProxy
Founded in 1995, Net at Work GmbH is a software company and systems integrator based in Paderborn. The company’s
founders and shareholders are managing directors Uwe Ulbrich and Frank Carius, who operates www.msxfaq.de, one of the
most renowned websites on the topics of Exchange and Skype for Business. As a software company, Net at Work develops
and markets NoSpamProxy - an integrated gateway solution for secure e-mail. NoSpamProxy provides reliable
antimalware/anti-spam features, automated e-mail encryption and a practicable large file transfer on a technical platform.
NoSpamProxy’s modular approach thus guarantees confidential and legally watertight e-mail communication. The Experton
Group sees NoSpamProxy as a product challenger for e-mail and Web collaboration. The more than 1,800 companies who
entrust the security of their e-mail communications to NoSpamProxy include DaimlerBKK, Deutscher Ärzte-Verlag,
Hochland, Komatsu Mining, the Minden-Ravensberg/Lippe municipal data center and SwissLife. Find more information
about the NoSpamProxy e-mail security suite at www.nospamproxy.de.
In terms of service business, Net at Work offers a wide range of solutions relating to IT-based communication and in-house
collaboration focusing particularly on the Microsoft portfolio. As a Microsoft Gold Partner for messaging, communications,
collaboration and content, cloud productivity and application development, Net at Work is a leading system integrator for
Microsoft Exchange, SharePoint and Skype for Business. The experienced team of long-time IT professionals has extensive
know-how in the implementation of individual customer requirements and takes into account the scalability, flexibility and
security of the solution, while complying with the schedule and staying within the budget. Customers thus find competent
contacts for all questions, helping them efficiently and seamlessly integrate modern technologies into proven business
processes. Its customers in the service business include Goldbeck, Miele, the Spiegel Group, the University of DuisburgEssen and Wincor Nixdorf, among others. More information about Net at Work and its services is available at
http://www.netatwork.de
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